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Food System 6 developed a

workshop specifically designed to

support early-stage entrepreneurs

facing the critical financial

challenges of fundraising,

managing runway, financial

planning, and personal capacity

building to ensure long-term

stability. 
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OBJECTIVES

Food System 6 is on a mission to

accelerate innovations that transition us

to a just and regenerative food system.

Our Portfolio includes innovations that have

economic and racial justice, environmental

sustainability, and health at the core of their

solution. We prioritize working with

"frontline" entrepreneurs, those who have

not traditionally had access to funding and

support, most of whom are working closely

with the communities that they serve.



Early-stage food-system entrepreneurs

rarely prioritize their own finances. As

they build their businesses, they

struggle with personal money

management and the challenges of

fundraising and financial stability. This

is an overlooked area of support for

entrepreneurs but it is acutely needed,

now more than ever. This workshop

detailed the history of how our

monetary system functions and the

tools needed to stabilize personal

finances and to be more empowered,

as entrepreneurs and individuals. 

What we know

We were clear in the application

process that we were prioritizing

accepting entrepreneurs with a salary

of less than $70,000, who had not

previously received financial coaching,

and who were working on community-

based food solutions. 

I am interested in understanding the
the financial habits, patterns and
trauma that food entrepreneurs of
color face. Learning tangible,
accessible steps towards financial
empowerment and understanding. -
Jessie Nguyen, Restore Oakland

PARTICIPANTS

We had participants from 11 states across

the US join for a virtual full-day group

workshop that included lectures,

interactive discussion with FS6 Portfolio

alumni, small group financial coaching,

and was followed up by the opportunity to

engage one-on-one with our financial

coach. 

We sourced applicants by leaning on

referrals from our entrepreneur-

supporting partner organizations,

specifically those supporting people of

color, and as well as the FS6 Portfolio

members.

73% BIPoC participants

80% women or gender
queer participants 

93% had a 2021 salary of
under $80k

the average salary was $22k 



You are here to steward your resources. It’s the journey of overcoming
our narratives that will allow you to face challenges as an individual
and as as entrepreneur. - Nafasi Ferrell, Narratives Unbound

Nafasi led the workshop to uncover the complex relationship between

money and trauma, and how this specifically impacts entrepreneurs. She

focused on tactics to overcome personal roadblocks and how to build a

strong financial backbone personally and professionally. Nafasi worked

with the participants to build personal annual budgets and encouraged

wealth building tactics to save and invest for the long-term. 

Nafasi has focused her life’s work on building bridges, healing and

transforming racial and economic equity. She is the Founder and

principal consultant of Narratives Unbound LLC, a Consulting and

Education Company dedicated to advancing racial and economic equity

through financial coaching, community workshops and wealth

redistribution circles.

SUPARNA KUDESIA, PHD

An FS6 Portfolio alumnus from Cohort 6, Suparna is the Choreographer of Collective

Change for CoFed, a nonprofit that is working towards building a cooperative food

economy. She is an educator, visionary leader, and strong coalition builder whose work

is critical to moving money where it can have a critical impact on building a beautiful

regenerative food system – into the hands of young cooperators of color. 

Suparna shared a storytelling session and then engaged in a highly interactive Q&A

sharing her approach to organizational financial management as well as best practices

on fundraising and partnership building. She dove into her work to dismantle

internalized capitalism in funder relationships, in the workplace, and individually -

tactics that have led to greater leadership resiliency, agency, and self-care.

NAFASI FERRELL

There is no way to talk about money without acknowledging the
traumatic structure and historical relationship that we have inherited
with money. - Suparna Kudesia, CoFed



FEEDBACK We're all on the path. There's no right answer. I
have been waiting 4 years for a workshop like this.
4 years ago I tried looking for "women of color in
non-profits talking about financial trauma and
wealth" and had a very difficult time. Now finally, I
am in the right room. It was a confirmation to me
that the themes and truths I'm navigating and
feeling are true, they're not just me, and I have a
community to lean on...Amazing. Nafasi's pacing
and highlights were perfect. Suparna's touch of
sunshine and reflections was great. - Lan Ngo,
Earth Orchid Edible Gardens

Lorem Ipsum is simply
dummy text of the printing
and typesetting industry.

I wish the time was longer! They both
had so much wisdom that can help
rebuild our communities...a lesson I’ve
been rehearsing in my mind is around a
personal commitment to understanding
my money behaviors and creating a
value system that holds me in change
and comfortable times. - Mimi Lucero,
Inside the Husk Indigenous Foodways

FINDINGS

The program and discussion helped me
put my own financial situation &
challenges in perspective. Several
lessons will stick with me  - a couple of
the most important: Start making the
abstract concrete (whether that's
writing out a budget or recognizing that
our trauma is embodied) + Reminding
myself to adopt the abundance mindset
of "Things come to us in the time that
we need them" - Ash Glover-
Ganapathiraju, Ojaswe Co (CPG)

Early-stage food system entrepreneurs are in critical need of tactical financial support not only in terms of increasing their

knowledge of how to operate their business (EBITDA, P&L, Projections, Taxes, Business Structure, Paying employees) but also in

how they support themselves financially along the way to ensure long-term stability. Specifically, we found that they need

guidance and mentorship around how to make an annual budget, the types of ways to invest and save and that many of them

have money avoidance issues, and related trauma, that negatively affect their ability to responsibly manage their finances. 

We found that in the participant feedback, female and queer-identifying participants were particularly drawn to this program

and digging into the connection between money and trauma. We would recommend providing virtual spaces to dive into these

issues more deeply in a longer (3-month) program. Further, we found that entrepreneurs were hungry for topics that

connected their business growth with personal resiliency. We believe that providing further resources that connect the

business and self-development - financial literacy, mental health, and relationship building are key to entrepreneurial success

and stability. 

This program would be an excellent add-on to current entrepreneur-supporting organizations (ESOs) and we 

look forward to exploring partnership opportunities to further integrate this topic into programs. 

Amazing job - would love a longer, few-day
workshop! - Harmonee Williams, Director of
Hawaii Good Food Alliance

Both speakers provided valuable perspectives. I
never realized there was such a thing as money
trauma and now I can see it all around me. The
lessons learned and tips from the speakers come at
a very critical time as we set out for our next stage
of Future Fit Foods. - Paloma Lopez, Future Fit
Foods (CPG, Sustainable Soup Mixes)

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ashgg?miniProfileUrn=urn%3Ali%3Afs_miniProfile%3AACoAAAFP3lwBcnet5DALCgsjEPD_lfUBn83yll8

